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DIC in bottom waters

DIC in a meridional transect across the Atlantic Ocean

Gottschalk et al. (Nature Comm., 2016)



The polar Southern Ocean carbon system

Watson et al. (Nature Geo., 2015)

Present framework focused on:
 carbon transport by meridional overturning circulation
 vigorous water mass transformations and atmosphere – ocean

exchanges of carbon on Antarctic shelf seas

Ferrari et al. (PNAS, 2014)



The polar Southern Ocean carbon system

Lauderdale et al. (Clim. Dyn., 2017)
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 carbon transport by meridional overturning circulation
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exchanges of carbon on Antarctic shelf seas
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The polar Southern Ocean carbon system
 Highest phytoplankton concentrations and rates of primary production

in the Southern Ocean documented on Antarctic continental shelves
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A test of the framework – the Weddell Gyre
 Two hydrographic / velocity / biogeochemical tracer sections enclosing the

Weddell Gyre conducted in 2008 – 2010 (ANDREX & I6S)
 Inverse modelling to solve for mass-balanced circulation across the Gyre’s rim

Weddell Gyre
 AABW formation and export

Nicholls et al. (Rev. Geophys., 2009)
Naveira Garabato et al. (DSR II, 2002)
Jullion et al. (JGR, 2014)

 CO2 exchange and sequestration
Hoppema et al. (JMS, 1999)
Arrigo et al. (JGR, 2008)
Brown et al. (GBC, 2015)
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A test of the framework – the Weddell Gyre
 Two hydrographic / velocity / biogeochemical tracer sections enclosing the

Weddell Gyre conducted in 2008 – 2010 (ANDREX & I6S)
 Inverse modelling to solve for mass-balanced circulation across the Gyre’s rim

Carbon export
-53 Tg C yr-1

Brown et al. (GBC, 2015)
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The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 Decompose the inorganic carbon budget into transports associated with the

overturning circulation and with the horizontal circulation
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The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 Carbon export from region (drawdown from the atmosphere) is effected by

the horizontal circulation in CDW, which is enriched in carbon as it transits
the Gyre
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The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 Carbon export from region (uptake from the atmosphere) is effected by the

horizontal circulation in CDW, which is enriched in carbon as it transits the
Gyre
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The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 To assess why CDW is enriched in carbon in transiting the Gyre, we apply a

carbon partitioning formulation (Williams & Follows, 2011)



The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 Carbon enrichment of CDW in the Gyre is due to remineralisation of organic

matter, sinking out of phytoplankton blooms in the Gyre interior
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The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 Carbon enrichment of CDW in the Gyre is due to remineralisation of organic

matter, sinking out of phytoplankton blooms in the Gyre interior

Carbon-enriched CDW has
lowest concentrations of CFCs



The Weddell Gyre carbon sink
 The pool of remineralised carbon in the central Weddell Gyre is a result of

the open-ocean biological pump

Low-oxygen CDW - ‘Central Intermediate Water’

Orsi et al. (JGR, 1993)

‘Tongue’ of carbon exported from the
Weddell Gyre into the lower cell of global
overturning results from open-ocean
primary production and remineralisation
into the Gyre’s intermediate layers

Hoppema (DSR I, 2004)



The Ross Gyre carbon sink



Reframing of the polar Southern Ocean carbon system
 Present framework to be revised to include the interplay of open-ocean

biological production and horizontal circulation



Conclusions
• Present framework of the polar Southern Ocean carbon system attributes

key rate-setting role to overturning circulation and shelf-sea processes

• Observations show that carbon drawdown in the Weddell Gyre is instead
determined by an interplay between open-ocean biological production and
the Gyre’s horizontal circulation

– call for a reframing of the polar Southern Ocean carbon system
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